
Profess ional  solut ions in  the energy indust ry



EL KONTROL EOOD is a private company established in 1999 and based in Stara Zagora, 

Bulgaria. We specialize in construction in the energy industry, completing turn-key 

projects for the needs of the power distribution sector, energetics and industrial sector.

Our leading motivation for development is 

to provide the clients with Professional 

solutions in the energy industry. 

ABOUT US



Quality of our workmanship, safety of employees, preservation of the environment,

and security of information are guaranteed by our certification to the internationally

recognized standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO/IEC 27001, and ISO 45001.

Our Inspection body is accredited to perform control tests and measurements, acc. BDS 

ЕN ISO/IEC 17020:2012.

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

ISO 27001

ISO 45001

CERTIFICATION



Since 2004 EL KONTROL designs and assembles electrical panels and switchboards in

accordance with BDS EN 61439-2 Standard.

We build in components by SIEMENS, ABB, SCHNEIDER, etc.

Panels are assembled in our 330 m2 production premises equipped to the highest

standards.

To elaborate the designs we use software E-Plan and AutoCAD.

Our engineers provide competent technical consultations and smart engineering

solutions to meet the client’s requirements.

Panels are delivered with full technical documentation, quality certificates and test

protocols.

ELECTRICAL PANELS & SWITCHBOARDS



Time for production of a panel varies depending on its complexity. The average

number of panels we assemble per year is approximately 300. We have the resources

to ramp up production at short notice without much lead time, if needed for projects.

Our estimated production capacity could exceed 500 electrical panels per year.

PRODUCTION CAPACITY



We have exported electrical panels to Armenia, Georgia and Saudi Arabia.

EXPORT

In Georgia we took part in the Project for construction of a new 500/220 kV Substation

JVARI. We did design, manufacture, installation and commissioning of all the electrical

panels and switchboards for the Project. Panels were installed into Electrical houses

(containers), and afterwards exported to Georgia.



Intended for low-voltage power distribution and used in the industry, public and

residential buildings, etc. Depending on their placement, they can be wall - mounted

(fitted onto the wall or in-built) or in the form of free standing cabinets allowing access

to one or both sides of the cabinet. They are available in the following IP protection

categories: IP30(31), IP40(41), IP55, and IP65.

Depending on each individual

project, prefabricated boxes or

cabinets (metal, plastic, polyester)

are used which are further

assembled, equipped and wired with

commutation and protection devices

supplied by ABB, SIEMENS SCHNEIDER

ELECTRIC, etc. They are produced

with a mounting plate but also with

protective front covers allowing easy

access to the fuses/circuit breaker

switches.

DISTRIBUTION BOARDS



Portable and fixed power distribution panels with socket outlets, equipped with

individual or group residual-current protection.

These can be completed using plastic boxes or metal cabinets and made suitable for

wall mounting or stand mounting.

PANELS WITH SOCKET OUTLETS



Varieties:

• Electro-metering panel boxes for reading the energy usage;

• Main and power distribution switchboards for the needs of residential, public,

administrative buildings and industrial sites;

• Final distribution boards for residential and public buildings.

BUILDING POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS



These are metal cabinets accessed from both sides,

with a front transparent door and rotating rack for fitting

in the relay equipment, whereas the back door is non-

transparent.

RELAY PROTECTION PANELS

Prefabricated components are used for their assembly.

The panels are fitted with digital relay protection,

controllers, relays and terminals in accordance with

the requirements of each project. They are available in

the following IP categories: IP30, IP31, IP41.



Reactive Power Compensation Panels.

By using a system of capacitators, the reactive power

can be compensated thus achieving extra loading of

the transport and commutation equipment.

Power factor regulators are a smart solution

for reducing the energy costs.

Main features:

• Metal cabinet;

• Capacity up to 1000 kVAr;

• Adjustable step: cosφ regulator.

POWER FACTOR REGULATORS



Intended for building and industrial automation systems.

They can be designed as free standing or wall-mounted. Mainly controllers and the

relevant equipment such as control panels, input-output modules, control devices and

signalization are fitted inside.

AUTOMATED CONTROL PANELS



Manufacture of electro-

metering panel boxes in

accordance with the

requirements of the

electricity standards in

the host country.

ELECTRO-METERING PANEL BOXES



They are mounted in the switchyards of the electrical Substations and gather the

signals of the electrical equipment branch circuits at the relevant yard.

They are produced from powder coated metal sheets or stainless-steel sheets, and

when required-also from plastic. They are fitted with ventilation grids or

anticondensation heaters. They are available in the following IP categories: IP54 or

IP55.

CONTROL CABINETS

Depending on the specific

requirements of each project or

designated usage, they can be

designed with a non-transparent

door or a transparent door with a

mnemonic diagram above it. The

terminals and electrical components

installed within the cabinet are

supplied by leading manufacturers.



These are used for monitoring and control of the Substation equipment from the

Control Room. On the front of the panels are fitted the relevant control panel

components, control and measuring devices and a mnemo-diagram with a colour

corresponding to the nominal voltage of the relevant switchgear.

Terminal strips and components are mounted in the control panels.

CONTROL PANELS



Automatic transfer switch (ATS) control panels for low voltage with controllers of 0,4 kV

to 1600 A. They are intended for automatic switch-over of power supplies in case of

failure of the main power supply. Depending on the specific requirements and the

project, the ATS control panels can be completed with a contactor circuit, electrically

operated circuit breakers, 3-position electrically operated disconnect switches (load-

break switches).

AUTOMATIC TRANSFER SWITCH (ATS) CONTROL PANELS 

FOR LOW VOLTAGE

Design with a relay contactor control,

PLC or specialized ATS Controller is also

possible. Given the wide variety, ATS

control panels are manufactured to

meet the individual Customer’s

requirements.



Our preferred areas of partnership  are the following:

PARTNERSHIP GOALS

2. Electrical installation works for construction or

rehabilitation of LV, MV and HV Switchgears.

1. Design, assembly and supply of all types of electrical panels. 

Installation and commissioning of electrical panels.

3. Execution of the electrical scope of Construction Projects for industrial 

enterprises.



Dipl. Eng. Stanimir Hristov

Project Manager

E-mail: stanimir@elkontrol.com

EL KONTROL EOOD

17A, Sveti Patriarh Evtimiy Blvd.

Stara Zagora, 6006, Bulgaria

www.elkontrol.com

Contact information


